Success Story
This case study demonstrates how the Graco
Intelligent Paint Kitchen can improve the
painting process by decreasing production
downtime, lowering production costs and
increasing process eﬃciency.

PAINT KITCHEN AUTOMATION
CLEANS UP INEFFICIENT MESS
FOR EQUIPMENT FINISHER
CUSTOMER
Heavy-duty lift truck equipment finisher.

CHALLENGE
The maintenance manager at a heavy-duty lift truck
equipment finisher was left with someone else’s
mess. The paint room supervisor had designed a
paint kitchen for a 24-hour operation, only to leave
when production changed to five days a week.
With no one taking ownership of the paint room,
inefficiency took over.
• Friday afternoons, the paint room attendant shut
down the paint circulation, air compressor and
pneumatic agitators.
• Monday mornings, they lost at least six carriers of
parts and more than an hour of production time,
because material had settled in the paint lines over
the weekend.
Circulating the paint on the weekends meant running
a 500-horse power (HP) air compressor. The energy
cost savings seemed to outweigh the cost of lost
parts.

SOLUTION
The maintenance manager consulted his local
distributor, who wasn’t sure how to handle the
situation. The equipment they had was sound; it just
didn’t provide the flexibility they needed. Their Graco
account representative offered an out-of-the-box
solution. The Intelligent Paint Kitchen (IPK), powered
by the E-Flo DC 4-Ball Piston Pump, could allow
them to reduce downtime, save on energy costs, and
remotely monitor the paint room. Some of their
existing equipment could even be repurposed in the
new set up.

RESULTS
The Graco Intelligent Paint Kitchen system automated
the paint room and made their production schedule
more ﬂexible. Electric equipment avoided air
compressor costs, and allowed them to keep the paint
circulating during non-production times. With presets
and remote monitoring controlling the paint room,
eﬃciency is the new norm.
• Friday afternoons, the paint room attendant sets
equipment on sleep mode.
• Monday mornings, production starts smoothly
without loss of parts, downtime or rework.
With the help of remote monitoring, the maintenance
manager now spends less time with production
supervision. Their newfound eﬃciency allows them to
take on and scale back production as needed without
overextending their resources.
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ASSEMBLE. MOVE. COAT.
ABOUT US
Air Power is a leading distributor of industrial
products and integrated solutions provider. Air
Power shows a true dedication to supporting the
needs of their customer base by not only
distributing industrial equipment, but also
oﬀering repair services in-house and in the ﬁeld,
engineering services for integrated solutions and
over 50 years of industry experience.
Air Power boasts an impressive team of over 30
Account managers, over 40 application
specialists, and 9 branch locations in 3 regions
across the Southeast including Mexico, all under
1 company with 1 mission: to build lasting
relationships by supporting the manufacturing
community with quality products and highly
engineered solutions to eﬀectively assemble,
move, and coat the products that shape our
world.
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